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1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
From the morphological point of view, the dust emission observed
within nearby galaxies can be roughly described in terms of a
clumpy and a smoother diffuse component. At least partially, the
clumpiness of the dust emission morphology is determined by the
gas mass distribution: the clumpy component can be associated with
massive giant molecular clouds (GMCs), with sizes of the order of
≈10–100 pc, and the diffuse component with a more diffuse interstellar medium (ISM) gas, distributed on kpc scales. However,
peaks of emission in the far-infrared (FIR) maps of galaxies can
also be due to the presence of strong radiation sources heating the
dust locally. In addition, for a given dust composition and size distribution, the diffuse dust emission spectrum will depend on the
intensity and colour of the kpc-scale radiation field produced by all
the stellar populations in a galaxy. Therefore, the morphology of
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dust emission does not necessarily follow the ISM gas morphology.
Understanding the intrinsic nature of the clumpy and diffuse components of dust emission is important since their spectral energy
distributions carry information about both the ISM gas associated
with them and the nature of the radiation sources powering them.
Multiwavelength studies of dust emission in nearby galaxies using the Herschel Space Observatory have mainly relied on pixelby-pixel analyses (e.g. Smith et al. 2010; Bendo et al. 2012; Foyle
et al. 2012; Galametz et al. 2012; Mentuch-Cooper et al. 2012).
This method consists of convolving all the maps considered in the
analysis to the same resolution, corresponding to the resolution of
the map characterized by the largest point spread function (PSF)
beam, and then comparing the emission at each wavelength or the
measured dust/stellar population parameters at each pixel position.
This method is advantageous for its simplicity but it has the drawback of considering simultaneously both the clumpy and the diffuse
components of the dust emission. By including both components,
pixel-by-pixel analyses are not in the position of distinguishing their
properties.
A procedure to extract and measure the dust parameters of bright
FIR compact sources within nearby galaxies has been introduced
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We present a multiwavelength study of a sample of far-infrared (FIR) sources detected on the
Herschel broad-band maps of the nearby galaxy M33. We perform source photometry on the
FIR maps as well as mid-infrared (MIR), Hα, far-ultraviolet and integrated H I and CO line
emission maps. By fitting MIR/FIR dust emission spectra, the source dust masses, temperatures
and luminosities are inferred. The sources are classified based on their Hα morphology (substructured versus not-substructured) and on whether they have a significant CO detection
(S/N > 3σ ). We find that the sources have dust masses in the range 102 –104 M and that they
present significant differences in their inferred dust/star formation/gas parameters depending
on their Hα morphology and CO detection classification. The results suggests differences in
the evolutionary states or in the number of embedded H II regions between the sub-samples.
The source background-subtracted dust emission seems to be predominantly powered by local
star formation, as indicated by a strong correlation between the dust luminosity and the dustcorrected Hα luminosity and the fact that the extrapolated young stellar luminosity is high
enough to account for the observed dust emission. Finally, we do not find a strong correlation
between the dust-corrected Hα luminosity and the dust mass of the sources, consistent with
previous results on the breakdown of simple scaling relations at sub-kpc scales. However, the
scatter in the relation is significantly reduced by correcting the Hα luminosity for the age of
the young stellar populations in the star-forming regions.

Clumpy FIR-bright sources in M33

(1) What is the intrinsic nature of the bright FIR sources in M33?
Are they associated with a single or with multiple H II regions? Are
they mainly associated with the molecular gas detected in CO?
(2) How do the dust parameters vary depending on the radial
distance, the Hα morphology, the detection of molecular gas?
(3) Is the source dust emission heated predominantly from local
young stellar populations? Is there evidence of external heating?
(4) Assuming that the source dust mass traces the gas mass of the
cloud associated with the cospatial H II regions, is there evidence for

a scaling relation between dust mass and the recent star formation
within the clouds?
The paper is structured as following. Section 2 presents the data
set we used. In Section 3, we describe the source extraction technique and the photometry performed at all wavelengths. Section 4
describes the dust emission SED fitting technique applied to the
MIR/FIR data. In Section 5, we describe the measurements of the
star formation parameters. In Section 6, we explain the criteria
adopted to select our best source sample and define sub-samples
of sources based on their Hα morphology and the detection of CO
emission. Section 7 presents the results, and in Section 8, we discuss
our findings. We conclude with a brief summary.
2 O B S E RVAT I O N S
As in FN13, we use FIR maps to detect and extract the photometry
of compact FIR-bright sources but also perform the photometry
at the same source locations on MIR and Hα emission maps. In
addition, we include a far-ultraviolet (FUV) map and gas maps (CO
and H I) in order to trace young stellar populations bright in the UV
and the cold gas possibly associated with the FIR sources. Here, we
describe the data reduction prior to the source photometry. All the
data used are shown in Fig. 1.
2.1 FIR maps
We use FIR maps obtained by the Herschel Space Observatory. The
images are part of the Herschel Open Time Key Project HerM33es
(Herschel M33 Extended Survey; P.I.: C. Kramer). We use 100 and
160 µm maps taken with the Photodetector Array Camera (PACS;
Poglitsch et al. 2010) and 250 and 350 maps taken with the Spectral Photometric Imaging REceiver (SPIRE; Griffin et al. 2010).
The PACS and SPIRE data reduction are described in Boquien
et al. (2011) and Xilouris et al. (2012), respectively. The images are
kept in their native resolution with a full width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of the PSF of 6.8, 11.4, 17.6 and 24.0 arcsec for the
100, 160, 250 and 350 µm maps, respectively. Note that, due to the
low resolution and thus high uncertainties in the source detection
method, we do not include the 500 µm SPIRE map in our analysis.
2.2 MIR maps
In addition to the FIR maps, we also use 8 and 24 µm maps from
IRAC and MIPS instruments taken from the Spitzer Local Volume
Legacy Survey (Dale et al. 2009). These MIR maps trace the warm
dust and polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (PAH) emission. In the
case of the 8 µm map, we subtract the stellar component of the
emission, in order to extract only the dust/PAH emitting component.
We do this by using a scaling of the IRAC 3.6 µm map, according
to the relation provided by Helou et al. (2004): Fν (8 µm, dust) =
Fν (8 µm)–0.232Fν (3.6 µm) as was done in FN13. We degrade the
resolution of the MIR maps to 6.8 arcsec in order to match the
resolution of the 100 µm map using the kernels of Aniano et al.
(2011).
2.3 FUV map
We use an FUV map from GALEX (Martin et al. 2005) and distributed by Gil de Paz et al. (2007) in order to trace UV continuum
emission. Details on the image processing are found in Thilker et al.
(2005). We correct Galactic extinction using E(B − V) = 0.042 from
MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)
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by Foyle et al. (2013, hereafter FN13) and applied to a set of multiwavelength data of the spiral galaxy M83. In order to perform the
compact source photometry at the different wavelengths, FN13 used
GETSOURCES, a multiwavelength source detection and photometry algorithm (Men’shchikov et al. 2012). This algorithm is designed to
detect sources and extract the background-subtracted source photometry on Herschel maps in their original resolution, without degrading the maps. Thus, ideally, the highest resolution information
is preserved. Furthermore, FN13 performed a two-component dust
emission SED fitting to infer the dust parameters and measured star
formation rates (SFR) from the dust-corrected Hα source luminosity. This procedure provided insights on the nature of the bright FIR
sources in M83 and their associated giant molecular associations
(GMAs) and showed that the properties of the sources do not show
radial variations, which is typically found in pixel-by-pixel studies
that average over both clumpy and diffuse emission simultaneously
(e.g. Foyle et al. 2012).
In this paper, we apply the same procedure developed by FN13
to a set of multiwavelength maps of the nearby galaxy M33. M33 is
a flocculent spiral galaxy at a distance of only 0.859 Mpc (Barker &
Sarajedini 2008). Thus, it is an ideal target to study the characteristics of FIR compact sources on scales even smaller than those
that can be observed in M83. The dust emission in M33 has already been the subject of several works (e.g. Braine et al. 2010;
Kramer et al. 2010, 2013; Verley et al. 2010; Boquien et al. 2011;
Xilouris et al. 2012; Relaño et al. 2013; Tabatabaei et al. 2014). In
Relaño et al. (2013, hereafter R13), they studied the dust properties of H II regions in M33 that they detected in Hα emission. The
sources were classified based on their Hα morphology and, for each
source, they measured the FIR colours and dust parameters.
We take an alternative approach to R13, by detecting sources in
the FIR emission of M33 instead of Hα. At first, it might seem
that these two approaches might be comparable. However, although
dust in and around H II regions can be seen as a bright MIR/FIR
compact source, in principle clumpy dust emission can arise also
from sources not clearly detected in Hα, either because the local star
formation is not intense enough for Hα emission to be detected or
because Hα is attenuated by dust. Furthermore, a single FIR source
might be related to an entire ensemble of H II regions as well as
single ones.
In addition to the FIR emission, we also augment our data set with
mid-infrared (MIR) and UV broad-band maps as well as Hα, H I
21 cm and CO line emission maps. MIR data can be used together
with the FIR measurements on the Herschel maps in order to obtain
a complete MIR to FIR dust emission SED of the detected sources.
Dust-corrected Hα and UV luminosities can be used to investigate
star formation on different time-scales, Hα tracing more recent star
formation (107 yr) than UV (108 yr). Finally, H I and CO gas maps
can be used to elucidate the relation between the gas and the dust
parameters.
Specifically, in this work we address the following questions:
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the NASA/IPAC Extragalactic Database that is based on the dust
extinction maps from Schlegel, Finkbeiner & Davis (1998). The
map is degraded from its 4.4 arcsec resolution to a resolution of
6.8 arcsec matching that of the 100 µm map using the kernels of
Aniano et al. (2011).

2.4 Hα map
We trace ionized gas using an Hα emission map from Greenawalt
(1998). The image and processing is described in Hoopes &
Walterbos (2000). As was done for the FUV map, we correct the
Hα map for Galactic extinction. We also correct for [N II] contamination using [N II]/Hα = 0.05. We degrade the Hα map from its
2 arcsec resolution to a resolution of 6.8 arcsec, matching that of
the 100 µm map, by using a Gaussian kernel.

2.5 Molecular gas map
In order to trace the molecular gas, we use a 12 CO (J = 1–0)
map of M33 with 19.3 arcsec resolution from the Nobeyama Radio
Observatory (Tosaki et al. 2011). We use the moment 0 integrated
intensity map, which is converted to a molecular gas mass assuming
a CO-to-H2 conversion factor of 2 × 1020 cm−2 (K km s−1 )−1 (Strong
et al. 1988). We multiply by a factor of 1.36 to account for helium.
We match the resolution of the map to the 350 µm map (24.0 arcsec)
using a Gaussian kernel.

2.6 Atomic gas map
We trace the atomic gas component using H I 21 cm VLA observations (Gratier et al. 2010). The integrated intensity maps
are converted to a gas mass assuming a conversion factor of
MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)

1.8×1018 cm2 /(K km s−1 ) (Rohlfs & Wilson 1996). For consistency with the CO map, the atomic gas map is convolved from its
native resolution of 17 arcsec to the resolution of the 350 µm map.
3 S O U R C E D E T E C T I O N A N D P H OT O M E T RY
In this section, we describe the source detection and photometry
method applied to the FIR data set (Section 3.1) as well as the
photometry performed on all the other maps at the location of the
detected FIR sources (Section 3.2).
3.1 FIR source detection and photometry
We detect and extract the photometry of compact sources in the FIR
maps using GETSOURCES, a multiwavelength and multiscale source
detection tool (Men’shchikov et al. 2012). We use this tool because
it can account for the different angular resolutions of the FIR maps,
perform background subtractions in the vicinity of the sources and
account for source blending. A description of the code and its application to the nearby galaxy M83 is provided in FN13. Here, we
briefly describe the main steps performed by this code.
Rather than detecting the sources in the original images, GETSOURCES creates single-scale detection maps by convolving the images with a series of Gaussians and then subtracting the convolved
images one from the other (see formula 1 of Men’shchikov et al.
2012). For a given spatial scale, the maps at each wavelength are
combined to produce a single-scale detection image. A source can
then be detected and tracked through the different scales. The scale
where the source is the brightest provides an initial estimate of the
source size and shape. Once the sources have been detected, the original observations are used to extract the photometry of the source.
A background in the vicinity of the source is also interpolated and
subtracted at each wavelength.
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Figure 1. Multiwavelength data used in this work. Upper row: Spitzer IRAC 8 µm (stellar emission subtracted) and MIPS 24 µm maps, Herschel PACS
100 µm map, Hα map from the KPNO Schmidt telescope (Greenawalt 1998), GALEX FUV map. Lower row: Herschel PACS 160 and SPIRE 250, 350 µm
maps, VLA 21 cm line H I map, 12 CO (J = 1–0) integrated intensity map from the Nobeyama Radio Observatory. The diameter of the white circles at the
right-bottom of each panel is equal to the PSF FWHM. Note that the resolution of the 8 µm, 24 µm, Hα, FUV, H I and CO maps have been degraded as
described in the text.

Clumpy FIR-bright sources in M33

3.2 Aperture photometry at other wavelengths
After measuring the FIR fluxes for the detected sources on the
Herschel maps, we perform aperture photometry at the same positions on the other maps of our data set to obtain the corresponding
total fluxes. We used aperture photometry, rather than using GETSOURCES directly on the entire data set, because the morphology observed for the young stellar populations, ionized and cold gas, dust
and PAH emission in the area covered by the FIR sources can be intrinsically different from the FIR morphology. For example, several
close H II regions bright in Hα might be seen as a single FIR source.
The aperture sizes correspond to the source footprints inferred by
GETSOURCES at 100 µm for the Hα, FUV, 8 and 24 µm and at 350 µm
for the H I and CO maps. The choice of these apertures is consistent
with the angular resolutions to which we convolved the different
maps.
In this way, we aim to measure the amount of Hα, UV, 8 and
24 µm that presumably is physically associated with detected FIR
sources. In the case of H I and CO emission, we did not seek to
measure the fluxes directly associated with the FIR compact sources,
since these maps present a rather smooth emission at those locations,
with no or only marginal evidence of compact sources coincident
with the detected FIR sources. This is partially due to the low
resolution of the gas maps and partially to the fact that a large
fraction of the gas could be in the form of a background component
not associated with the FIR-bright source. Since it was not possible
to estimate a GMC mass for the FIR sources, we used the H I and
CO maps only to measure gas mass column density in the areas
where the sources are detected. This allows us to investigate if there
is any relation between the source dust parameters and the local gas
column density.
While performing the aperture photometry on the Hα, FUV, 8 and
24 µm maps, we also subtracted a background emission component,
which we estimated in circular apertures of different size selected
by-eye throughout the galaxy disc. We also estimated the variation
of the brightness in the background apertures, which was used to
estimate the photometric uncertainties for each measurement. We
did not apply a background subtraction for the measurements on the
gas maps since our goal was to measure the total gas surface density
in the region of the sources. By including a background subtraction

for the FIR emission (see the previous section) and for the MIR and
star formation tracers, we assume that we are removing a diffuse
emission component that is not directly associated with the FIR
compact source. Given the large uncertainties with any approach,
we chose to apply the simple approach outlined here.

4 D U S T / PA H E M I S S I O N S E D F I T T I N G
We fit the inferred MIR and FIR fluxes with the dust/PAH emission
SED fitting procedure developed by Natale et al. (2010). As this
procedure was already used in FN13, here we only summarize the
method, and we refer to Natale et al. (2010) and to FN13 for further
details.
The observed fluxes are fit by two dust emission components:
a photo-dissociation region (PDR) emission component, having a
fixed spectral shape and peaking at about 70 µm, and a diffuse
dust/PAH emission component, representing the emission from diffuse dust heated by interstellar radiation fields (ISRF) of lower
intensity compared to those powering the PDR emission. In the
latter case, the spectral shape of the emission is not fixed but the
best-fitting model is found within a library of 361 dust emission
templates. The SED shape of these templates varies depending on
the heating radiation intensity and optical/UV colour. The fitting
parameters are χ UV , the amplitude of the UV part of the radiation
field heating the diffuse dust in units of the Mathis, Mezger & Panagia (1983) curve (representing the local ISRF); χ col , the optical/UV
ratio of the heating radiation spectra; MSED the diffuse dust mass;
F24 the fraction of 24 µm flux due to the PDR emission template.
Fig. 2 shows the SED fit for four example sources.
Apart from the fitting parameters, the SED fitting procedure also
provides the diffuse dust temperature TSED , which is the temperature of the modified blackbody with an emissivity index of β = 2
reproducing the FIR bump of the best-fitting diffuse dust emission
template. For comparison, we also perform standard one-component
modified blackbody fits (again with β = 2) to the observed SEDs by
including only the FIR Herschel maps (see FN13 for details). Using
this fitting technique, we infer the dust mass MBB and temperature
TBB . Note that TBB can sometimes be different than TSED , because in
the first case the entire flux in the FIR bands has to be reproduced by
the best-fitting curve. Instead, in the two-component PDR/diffuse
dust SED fit, part of the flux in the FIR bands, especially at 100 µm
and 160 µm, can be assigned to the warm PDR component. Since
the relative fraction of FIR emission fit by the PDR component is
higher at shorter FIR wavelengths, the TBB temperatures are often
warmer than that measured by TSED .

5 S TA R F O R M AT I O N PA R A M E T E R S
Hα and FUV emission fluxes need to be corrected for both Galactic
extinction and internal dust attenuation. Galactic extinction is due
to the Milky Way dust present in the line of sight of the observed
galaxy. This is corrected using the extinction value taken from
Schlegel et al. (1998), as described in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. Internal
dust attenuation is due to both the local dust close to the star-forming
regions and the dust in the diffuse ISM of the observed galaxies. To
correct for internal attenuation, we use empirical relations based on
using the observed 24 µm flux as a proxy for the amount of internal
attenuation. Specifically, we use the relation provided by Calzetti
et al. (2007) to correct the Hα luminosity:
L(Hα, cor) = L(Hα)obs +0.031L(24 µm),

(1)

MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)
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Before the source extraction process, we first align the images to
the same grid and convert them to MJy sr−1 , with a pixel size of
1.4 arcsec. Observational masks are made, which mark the extent
of the image over which GETSOURCES searches for sources. In FN13,
the MIR 24 µm and Hα maps were also included in the GETSOURCES
source extraction process. However, as described below, we perform aperture photometry on the ancillary bands because, at the
spatial scales observed in M33 (i.e. 28 pc at 100 µm), the emission
morphology at those wavelengths may differ considerably from that
observed in the FIR.
After the extraction process, GETSOURCES returns a table with the
source properties including the source size, position, total flux and
peak flux at each wavelength. GETSOURCES also returns a monochromatic detection significance, which is determined using the ratio of
the peak flux of the source to the standard deviation in an annulus
surrounding the source on the detection maps.
Since many sources are only marginally detected, we set a minimum detection significance threshold to select a sample of sources
to be included in the analysis. Specifically, we required a detection
significance higher than 3σ for the 100 and 160 µm bands, which
are those with the highest angular resolution in the FIR data set.
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Figure 2. Example of NOSUB (top), SUB (second from top), HighCO (second from bottom) and LowCO (bottom) sources detected on the FIR Herschel
maps. The left-hand panels show the emission at each wavelength, delimited by the elliptical green contours (semi-axis equal to FWHM), and the right-hand
plot show the observed source dust emission SED fit by using the PDR (dotted) and diffuse dust (dashed) emission components.

where L(Hα)obs and L(Hα,cor) are the observed and intrinsic Hα
luminosities, respectively, while L(24 µm) = ν24 µ m Lν (24 µm) with
Lν (24 µm) the observed luminosity density at 24 µm. Throughout
the text, we will refer to the term 0.031L(24 µm) as the obscured
Hα luminosity or L(Hα, obscured) and 0.031L(24 µm)/L(Hα,cor)
as the ‘fraction of obscured Hα luminosity’.
To correct the FUV, we consider the relation D10 of Leroy et al.
(2008), which can be used to calculate the SFR from the observed
FUV and 24 µm luminosities. We used this relation divided by
MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)

0.68×10−28 , the coefficient used to convert the dust-corrected FUV
luminosity into SFR:
Lν,cor (FUV) = Lν,obs (FUV) + 3.14 × 10−14 L(24 µm),

(2)

where Lν,obs (FUV) and Lν (FUV) are the observed and intrinsic FUV
luminosity densities.
We do not convert the Hα and FUV luminosities into SFR, since
at these spatial scales the assumptions of constant SFR and complete initial mass function (IMF) sampling are not applicable (e.g.

Clumpy FIR-bright sources in M33

6 SOURCE SELECTION AND
C L A S S I F I C AT I O N
GETSOURCES detects 600 sources in the FIR maps. However, for
our analysis we select only the sources well detected in the FIR
bands with highest angular resolution. That is, we consider only the
detected sources having a monochromatic detection significance at
100 µm and 160 µm higher than 3σ . This reduces the sample to 348
sources. We also make another cut to the source list by selecting only
those having a minimum χ 2 in the dust emission SED fitting lower
than 10 (228 sources left). Finally, we consider only the sources
in the field of view common to all the maps. This leaves us with
183 well-detected sources with reasonably good SED fits and with
photometry at all wavelengths.
It is important to note that the sources rejected due to our detection
significance criteria and χ 2 cut are not located preferentially in

particular regions within the galaxy. There are number of reasons
which may cause a source to have a low detection significance:
(1) the source may be intrinsically faint and/or in a region with
high background noise, (2) the source may be in a crowded region
where deblending is more uncertain and (3) spurious sources may
be detected by GETSOURCES due to large emission enhancements.
On the other hand, the sources which we discarded because of the
low quality of the SED fit (χ 2 cut) typically have one or two data
points which make the entire SED quite irregular. This probably
reflects difficulties in the extraction/photometry for those sources,
especially for crowded regions and at longer wavelengths where
deblending is more problematic.
In order to elucidate the effects on the dust parameters related
to the characteristics of the young stellar populations and the cold
gas, observed at the same positions of the FIR sources, we subdivide our best source sample into sub-categories. After a visual
inspection of the multiwavelength emission in the regions of each
source, we differentiate the sources based on their Hα morphology
and the amount of or lack of CO emission. By visually examining the
Hα emission within each FIR source footprint on the unconvolved
Hα map, we classify the sources as non-substructured (NOSUB) or
sub-structured (SUB). NOSUB sources are characterized by a single
peak in Hα while SUB sources show a more complex morphology,
characterized by multiple peaks or an irregular smoother emission.
In physical terms, the difference in morphology might depend on
whether the FIR source is associated with a single or with multiple
H II regions. The upper two panels of Fig. 3 show the location of the
NOSUB and SUB sources. Examples of NOSUB and SUB sources
are shown in the upper two rows of Fig. 2.
The visual inspection of the multiwavelength data also led us to
differentiate between sources which are well detected or not in CO,
which we label ‘HighCO’ and ‘LowCO’. Specifically, a source is
classified as HighCO if, within the FIR source footprint, there is a
detection in the molecular gas map that exceeds three times the rms
noise level in the map (that is, if there is at least a position where
the molecular gas column density is higher than 3 × 10 M pc−2 ).
In the opposite case, the source is classified as LowCO. The lower
two panels of Fig. 3 shows the location of HighCO and LowCO
sources. The lower two rows of Fig. 2 show examples of a HighCO
and LowCO source.
The number of sources in each group can be found in Table 1.
Note that each detected source has two labels, one for each type of
source classification. For example a given source might be simultaneously a NOSUB and HighCO source. Hereafter, the total source
sample will be referred as ‘ALL’ sample. In Table 2, we provide
a list of the properties inferred for each source based on the SED
fitting, modified blackbody fitting, aperture photometry and corrected Hα and UV luminosities. The measured fluxes in each band,
the results of the two-component SED fitting and the classification
labels for the sources belonging to our best sample can be found in
the appendix.

7 R E S U LT S
In this section, we present the results we obtained from our analysis.
In Section 7.1, we show the distributions of the inferred dust and star
formation parameters for the entire source sample and the different
source categories. In Section 7.2, we show how these parameters
vary with radial distance. In Section 7.3, we show the results concerning the dust heating in the FIR sources and in Section 7.4 those
related to the star formation and gas associated with them.
MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)
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Calzetti, Liu & Koda 2012). However, we use the dust-corrected
Hα and FUV luminosities to determine a dust-corrected UV-to-Hα
flux ratio. In the simple assumption of a single-age stellar population (see also Relaño & Kennicutt 2009 for a similar approach), the
intrinsic UV-to-Hα ratio can be used to derive an age for the stellar
population observed within each FIR source. This is because for a
single-age stellar population the Hα luminosity fades away within
107 yr while the FUV takes of the order of 108 yr to disappear. The
overall result is that the UV-to-Hα ratio shows a monotonic increase
as a function of the stellar population age.
To convert UV-to-Hα ratio into stellar population ages, we considered the standard output of the software STARBURST99 (Leitherer
et al. (1999) for an instantaneous burst of star formation, which
provides the emission spectra of a single-age stellar population
as a function of age. In the calculation, we assumed a Kroupa
(2001) IMF, with a slope of −1.3 between 0.1 and 0.5 M and
−2.3 between 0.5 and 100 M , and solar metallicity Z = 0.02.
After extracting the UV/Hα ratio as a function of age from the
STARBURST99 output, we use this theoretical relation to convert the
observed UV/Hα ratio of each source into an age. Then, we use
this information to correct the source Hα luminosity for age effects.
That is, we derive the Hα luminosity that each source would have
had if they all were t = 6× 106 yr old and call this age-corrected
Hα luminosity L(Hα,age). To this purpose, the correction one needs
to multiply by the observed dust-corrected Hα luminosity is equal
to L(Hα,to )/L(Hα,ts ), where L(Hα,t) are the Hα luminosities calculated by the STARBURST99 run at time to = 6 × 106 yr and at the
source age ts . As discussed in Section 7.4, the age-corrected Hα
luminosity allows a fairer comparison between the sources when
discussing the star formation associated with them.
The above procedure which is used to determine an age-corrected
Hα luminosity is not free of caveats. First, while the Hα correction
using the Calzetti et al. (2007) formula has been calibrated also
on spatial scales similar to those analysed in this work, the FUV
dust correction formula from Leroy et al. (2008) has been calibrated
on slightly larger scales of the order of ≈1 kpc. Also, the assumption of single-age stellar population is not completely correct. For
example, in the cases where more Hα sources are seen within a
single FIR aperture (see the next section), it is probable that the
observed stellar populations are not born exactly during the same
star formation event. A more accurate analysis could be done by
using multiwavelength data of the stellar emission for the young
star clusters in M33 in order to derive the star formation history
from spectral SED fitting (see Sharma et al. 2011). However, this
kind of analysis is beyond the scope of this paper.
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NOSUB

High CO

Low CO

Figure 3. Source footprints at 160 µm overplotted on the inner regions of the H I map with CO coverage (see bottom right-hand panel of Fig. 1 for extent).
Table 1. Source classification.

Table 2. Inferred source properties.

Name

Description

Number

Label

NOSUB
SUB
HighCO

Single Hα source
Sub-structured in Hα
Well detected in the molecular gas
map (S/N > 3σ )
Not or only marginally detected in
the molecular gas map (S/N < 3σ )

125
58
73

SED fitting parameters

LowCO

MSED
TSED

110
TBB

LTOT

7.1 Inferred properties of complete sample and sub-samples
In order to show the distributions of inferred parameters and compare them for the different sub-samples of compact sources, we
created box-and-whisker plots which are shown in the panels of
Fig. 4. The solid line in the centre of the boxes shows the median
value and the box delineates the 25th and 75th quartiles. The lines
extend to either the maximum and minimum values or to 1.5 times
the 75th and 25th quartiles. If there are values beyond the later
range, they are denoted with open circles.
We first consider the general properties of the entire sample (labelled ‘ALL’ in the box–whisker plots). In general, we find that
the compact sources have dust masses between 102 –104 M and a
median value of 1890 M (panel A). This implies gas masses of
approximately 104 –106 M assuming a constant gas-to-dust ratio
of the order of 100. Due to the proximity and superior spatial resolution of M33, the compact sources are an order of magnitude smaller
than that detected in M83 (FN13), with median radii of 60 pc at
100 µm resolution. Thus, these compact sources likely represent a
combination of the GMCs and larger GMAs.
In panels B and C of Fig. 4, we show the dust temperatures
inferred from the two-component SED fitting procedure (TSED ) and
MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)

LPDR /LTOT

Description

Total dust mass of the source inferred from the
two-component SED fit
Cold dust temperature of the source inferred
from the two-component SED fit
Dust temperature of the source inferred from a
modified blackbody fit of the FIR bands with β
=2
Total dust luminosity inferred from the
two-component SED fit
Fraction of total dust luminosity attributed to
the PDR component

Star formation parameters
L(Hα,cor)
L(Hα,obscured)/L(Hα,cor)

Hα luminosity corrected for dust attenuation
Fraction of dust-obscured Hα luminosity

L(FUV, cor)/L(Hα,cor)

Ratio of the dust-corrected UV luminosity to
the dust-corrected Hα luminosity
Hα luminosity corrected for dust attenuation
and age effects
Local total gas (H I + H2 ) column density in the
vicinity of the source

L(Hα,age)
 gas

the one-component modified blackbody fit (TBB ). The temperatures
both fall in the range of 15–35 K. The TSED temperatures tend to be
lower (median value of 20 K) in comparison to TBB temperatures
(median value of 24 K). Differences between the two temperatures
are expected because of the different way to fit the SEDs, with one
or two components (see also Section 4).
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Figure 4. Box-and-whisker plots for the measured source parameters. (a) Dust mass, (b) two-component SED fit temperature TSED , (c) modified blackbody
dust temperature TBB , (d) dust luminosity, (e) PDR-to-total dust emission luminosity ratio, (f) dust-corrected Hα luminosity, (g) dust-corrected FUV to Hα
luminosity ratio, (h) obscured to total Hα luminosity ratio, (i) total gas mass surface density within the 350 µm source footprint, (j) deprojected source footprint
area at 100 µm

MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)
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Table 3. p-values from KS-tests.
Property

SUB–NOSUB

HighCO–LowCO

TSED
MSED
LTOT
L(Hα, cor)
L(FUV,cor)/ L(Hα, cor)
LPDR /LTOT
L(Hα, obscured)/L(Hα, cor)
 gas

0.24
0.076
0.10
0.54
0.016
0.013
0.20
0.48

<0.01
0.39
<0.01
<0.01
0.32
0.62
<0.01
<0.01

MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)

7.2 Radial trends
In Fig. 5, we examine how the inferred properties of the FIR detected
sources in M33 vary with radius. We assume an inclination of 56◦
and a position angle of 23◦ (Corbelli & Schneider 1997) in order to
determine the deprojected radial position. We show the values for
the entire sample (grey points) and also show the median values in
radial bins of 1 kpc width for the four different sub-samples.
We find that, in general, the properties of the compact sources
do not show strong radial dependencies (see the Spearman rank
correlation coefficients in top right of each panel), although some
parameters present mild or weak radial trends. While the source
dust mass do not vary much with radius (panel A), the dust temperature of the sources, as measured by the two-component SED fit,
decreases with radius and is on average 20 per cent higher inside
2 kpc (panel B). Interestingly, the dust temperature inferred by the
single component modified blackbody fit (panel C) does not show
a radial variation.1 We also find that the dust luminosity shows a
mild negative trend with radius (panel D) and is, on average, at
least a factor of 2 greater within 2 kpc compared to larger radii.

1 The fact that the two measured dust temperatures do not show the same
trend is not inconsistent since the modified blackbody temperature is obtained by fitting the observed fluxes over the entire FIR range, while the dust
temperature from the two-component SED fit refers only to the diffuse dust
emission component (see Section 4).
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The compact sources have dust luminosities of ≈1039 –1040 erg
s (panel D). We note that there are no sources fainter than 1038.5
erg s−1 in our sample. However, some of the fainter sources detected
by GETSOURCES are excluded because of the assumed lower limit for
the S/N ratio (see Section 6). In general, the diffuse component of
the SED fit dominates the total luminosity and we find a median
value of the PDR-to-total dust luminosity ratio of 0.32 (panel E).
The compact regions have dust-corrected Hα luminosities in the
range of 1036.5 –1038.5 erg s−1 (panel F). The sources have a median
FUV-to-Hα luminosity ratio of 2.1 (panel G) and the fraction of
obscured Hα luminosity has a median value of 0.25 (panel H).
The median total gas column density within the source areas is
15 M pc−2 (panel I).
Looking at Fig. 4, we find that there are differences between
source sub-samples. We examine to what extent the properties of
the sources in the SUB–NOSUB and HighCO–LowCO sub-samples
have similar distributions, by employing a two-sided Kolmogorov–
Smirnov test (hereafter KS-test). Following Hughes et al. (2013),
we take each property and repeat the KS-test 500 times sampling
the property within 3σ of the uncertainties. The median p-values are
calculated for each test and listed in Table 3. We consider two distribution statistically different when p < 0.05, which is a 95 per cent
confidence interval. We find that the samples do show some statistically significant differences. We first compare the compact sources
that show sub-structure in Hα (SUB sample) to those sources that
only show a single peak in Hα (NOSUB sample).
By performing KS-tests of the NOSUB and SUB sub-samples, we
find that the sub-samples show different PDR-to-total dust luminosity ratio and FUV-to-Hα luminosity ratios. The SUB sources have
lower fractions of PDR-to-total dust luminosity with median values
of 0.26 in comparison to 0.36 for the NOSUB sources. The SUB
sources have a median FUV-to-Hα luminosity ratio that is 1.5 times
higher than that of the NOSUB sources. The SUB sources also have
much greater extents with areas that are close to three times greater
than that of the NOSUB sources (see panel J of Fig. 4).
The differences between NOSUB and SUB sources point to a
scenario wherein the SUB sources are larger sources, containing
a higher fraction of diffuse cold dust, as shown by their lower
LPDR /LTOT ratio. They also tend to be associated with a higher
fraction of more evolved UV emitting stars, as shown by their higher
FUV-to-Hα luminosity ratios compared to the NOSUB sample. In
contrast, the single peak sources of the NOSUB sample are likely
more isolated young star-forming regions.
Next, we compare the sub-samples of sources that either demonstrate a molecular gas detection (as traced by CO), with a signal-tonoise ratio higher than three times the rms-noise level, or demonstrate less significant or no detection. As defined in Section 6, we
refer to these sub-samples as HighCO and LowCO, respectively.
A similar KS-test shows that the two sub-samples present different distributions for the dust temperature, total dust luminosity, the
−1

dust-corrected Hα luminosity, the fraction of obscured Hα luminosity and the gas column density.
The HighCO sample has warmer dust temperatures (median values of 22.3 K) than the LowCO sample (median values of 18.8 K).
Since the masses of both samples are comparable, this translates
into higher dust luminosities for the HighCO sample (median dust
luminosity of 4.0 × 1039 erg s−1 ) and lower dust luminosities for
the LowCO sample (median value of 1.6 × 1039 erg s−1 ). We also
note that the HighCO sample show higher dust-corrected Hα luminosities with median values twice as high as the LowCO sample.
The relative amount of obscured Hα luminosity to total dust Hα
luminosity is higher for the HighCO sample with a median value of
0.3 in comparison to a median value 0.2 for the LowCO sample. As
expected, the HighCO samples show higher gas column densities
with a median value of 24 M pc−2 in comparison to 12 M pc−2
for the LowCO sample.
The differences seen between the HighCO and the LowCO sample suggest that the HighCO sample is characterized by a higher
star formation activity. This is suggested by the higher Hα dustcorrected luminosity in the HighCO sample, while the distribution
of dust mass is quite similar to that of the LowCO sample. The
star formation in the HighCO sample is also plausibly producing a
stronger radiation field, which leads the dust temperature and the
dust luminosity to higher values than the LowCO sample. This is to
be expected given that star formation is tightly coupled to molecular
gas (i.e. Bigiel et al. 2008).
Finally, we note that whether the sources display a HighCO or
LowCO detection show no obvious relation to the Hα morphology. About 68 per cent of the entire source sample is classified as
NOSUB. Within the HighCO sample, 73 per cent of the sources are
from the NOSUB sample, while the fraction reduces to 62 per cent
in the LowCO sample. Thus, the NOSUB sources are only slightly
more represented in the HighCO sample and slightly underrepresented in the LowCO sample.
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The PDR-to-total dust luminosity ratio presents only a very weak
positive trend with radius (panel E). A modest declining trend is
shown by both the dust-corrected Hα luminosity (panel F) and the
fraction of obscured Hα luminosity (panel H, see also Section 7.3.2
for discussion on this result). Instead, the FUV-to-Hα luminosity
ratio shows only a weak increase with radius (panel G).
Unlike the source dust mass, the gas column density in the regions associated with the sources shows a small decline with radius,
with sources in the inner 2 kpc having a column density 25 per cent
higher (panel I). We note that LowCO sources are mainly found at
radii higher than 1 kpc while HighCO sources are rare beyond 3 kpc.
Therefore, the radial trend shown by the gas column density for the
entire sample probably reflects the radial decline of the fraction of
sources well detected in CO (note also that, taken individually, both
LowCO and HighCO sources seem actually to show an increasing
radial trend in panel I). Finally, the relative fraction of molecular
gas for the HighCO sub-sample appears to decrease with radius,
with the sources within the inner 2 kpc having more than double
molecular gas fraction than the sources at larger radii (panel J).
We note, however, that a negative metallicity radial gradient in the
galaxy would act to increase the amount of molecular gas relative to

the measured CO flux for the sources at larger radii (Galametz et al.
2011). However, recent studies have shown that the metallicity gradient in M33 is shallow, with a central abundance of 12 + log(O/H)
= 8.36 and a gradient of −0.027 dex kpc−1 (Rosolowsky &
Simon 2008).
The change in molecular gas fraction could be linked to the other
observed trends, namely for the dust luminosity and the diffuse dust
temperature as well as the weaker trends for the Hα luminosity and
the fraction of obscured Hα luminosity. All these trends are consistent with the sources presenting a higher amount of star formation
at shorter radii as well as being more opaque to the radiation emitted by the local young stellar populations. Further insights on the
relation between local star formation and dust heating in the sources
will be given in the next section.

7.3 Dust heating within the FIR sources
7.3.1 Dust luminosity and Hα luminosity
The complete source sample as well as all the sub-samples show a
strong correlation between the total dust luminosity LTOT and the
MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)
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Figure 5. Source parameters plotted versus deprojected radial distance. (a) Dust mass; (b) two-component SED fit temperature TSED , (c) modified blackbody
dust temperature TBB , (d) total dust luminosity, (e) PDR-to-total dust emission luminosity ratio, (f) dust-corrected Hα luminosity, (g) dust-corrected FUV to
Hα luminosity ratio, (h) obscured to total Hα luminosity ratio, (i) total gas mass surface density within the 350 µm source footprint, (j) fraction of molecular
gas (only for HighCO sources). Each source is displayed in grey and the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the entire sample is listed in the upper right.
The median values in bins of 1 kpc are displayed in colour according to the legend in panel (j) and are slightly offset for visual clarity. The uncertainties on the
coloured points reflect median uncertainties.
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dust-corrected Hα luminosity L(Hα,cor) (see Fig. 6). As discussed
in FN13, the presence of this correlation is expected if the dust luminosity is predominantly heated by the local young stellar populations provided one can assume that the luminosity-weighted optical
depth τ (integrated over wavelength) is similar for all the sources.
Interestingly, for a given Hα luminosity, the LowCO sources have
dust luminosities which are systematically lower than the HighCO
sources. This could be another indication that the HighCO sources
are more obscured star formation regions, which are expected to
be more opaque and thus absorbing radiation from the embedded
young stars more efficiently. Fig. 6 shows no clear differences between the SUB and NOSUB sources. However, the SUB sources
are confined to a narrower range of values than the NOSUB sources.
We note that in Fig. 6 median values are not plotted if there are less
than 10 sources in a bin.
If one assumes a continuous star formation history for the FIR
detected sources, one can derive the amount of total luminosity
emitted by the cospatial young stellar populations for a given Hα
luminosity. To this purpose, we consider the SFR–Ldust relation from
Calzetti (2013), which assumes the IMF from Kroupa (2001) and
solar metallicity:
SFR[M yr]−1 = 2.8 × 10−44 Ldust [erg s]−1 .

(3)

In this equation, Ldust coincides with the total young stellar luminosity while the SFR can be considered in this case directly
proportional to the Hα luminosity, that is, SFR[M yr−1 ] =
5.3 × 10−42 L(Hα,cor)[erg s−1 ] (Calzetti et al. 2007). By combining the two previous relations, one can obtain the total young
MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)
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Figure 6. Dust luminosity versus Hα line luminosity for the FIR detected
sources in M33 (this work) and in M83 (see FN13). The continuous line
represents the total stellar population luminosity for a given amount of Hα
luminosity in the case of a constant SFR. The dashed lines correspond to
the stellar luminosity in the case of a single-age stellar population with ages
t = 104 and 106 yr. The median values of the sources within bins of size 0.32
dex are displayed using the same colour scheme as Fig. 5. The correlation
coefficient between the dust and Hα luminosity is listed for each sample in
the bottom right.

stellar luminosity as a function of L(Hα,cor). This relation is plotted in Fig. 6 as a solid line and denotes the maximum dust luminosity that can be powered by the local young stellar populations assuming a constant SFR. We notice that the line lies well
above the inferred source dust luminosities for the M33 sources
for each value of L(Hα,cor). This shows that the total intrinsic
luminosity of the young stellar populations is more than sufficient to power the observed dust emission in the assumption of a
constant SFR.
One can also compare the observed data with the theoretical
prediction for the total young stellar luminosity in the case of an
instantaneous burst of star formation (that is, a single-age stellar
population). In this case, the ratio between the bolometric stellar
luminosity and the Hα luminosity is not constant but increases with
time (since the Hα emission fades away quicker than the stellar
luminosity). We used STARBURST99 to derive the predicted ratio of
the total stellar luminosity to the Hα luminosity for an instantaneous
burst of star formation as a function of time. In this calculation, we
assume the standard input parameters of STARBURST99 including the
same IMF and metallicity as before. The dashed lines in Fig. 6
represent the total stellar luminosity of a young stellar population
for each value of Hα at times t = 104 and 4 × 106 yr from the initial
event of star formation. Similarly as before, these lines denote the
maximum dust luminosity that can be powered by the local young
stellar populations at the two selected ages. We note that most of the
observed points in M33 lie between these two curves. This means
that, assuming that the star formation regions are older than few
106 yr, the amount of total stellar luminosity is enough to power the
observed dust emission in this case as well. Thus, with reasonable
assumptions on the star formation history for these sources, it seems
that the young stellar population luminosity is sufficient to account
for the entire dust emission.
This finding can be compared with the analogous result we obtained in FN13 for the FIR-bright sources in M83. In FN13, however, we found evidence for extra-heating in addition to that provided by the local young stellar populations. For ease of comparison,
we plot the sources detected in M83 in Fig. 6, using the so-called
High background measurements in that paper. From this figure, one
can see that the sources in M83 are more luminous in both dust and
Hα emission. This is likely due to the fact that the spatial resolution in M83 is lower (130 pc at 70 µm versus 28 pc at 100 µm for
M33). Thus, the detected compact sources are more massive and
presumably contain multiple embedded star-forming regions. However, more importantly, it is also evident that the LTOT -L(Hα,cor)
ratio for the M83 sample is higher than that observed for the M33
sample. This is seen by comparing the position of the points for
the two source samples with the line corresponding to a constant
SFR. As suggested in FN13, additional heating from the local old
stellar populations or the diffuse ISRF of the galaxy may boost
the dust luminosity close to or above the constant SFR line. This
additional dust heating for the M83 sources could approximately
compensate the fraction of young stellar luminosity escaping unabsorbed from each source. In M33, however, the heating from local
young stellar populations seems enough to account for the entire
dust emission. We note that the higher dust to Hα luminosity ratio
for the M83 sources might also be related to the different spatial
resolution of two studies. As a consequence, the sources detected
in M83 might contain a larger fraction of cold dust, plausibly located in between the multiple star formation regions within each
FIR source. This dust component might be heated significantly by
older or non-local stellar population apart from the local young
stars.
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7.3.2 Dust-to-Hα luminosity ratio versus radial distance
We also examine whether the ISRF due to the total stellar population
of M33 is a significant source of dust heating, powering at least a
fraction of the dust emission from the compact sources. This can
be the case if the molecular clouds associated with the FIR sources
are also heated externally by the galactic ISRF. To do so, we plot
the ratio of the dust-to-Hα luminosity versus the deprojected radial
distance. In fact, if both the ISRF and local star formation play a
significant role in heating the dust, the source dust-to-Hα luminosity
ratio can be written as
LISRF
Lloc
LTOT
TOT (r)
TOT
=
+
,
L(Hα,cor)
L(Hα,cor) L(Hα,cor)

(4)

Figure 7. Ratio of the dust luminosity to the Hα luminosity versus the
deprojected radial distance for the full sample (grey points). Median values
in bins of 1 kpc size are shown for each sub-sample.

interpretation is consistent with a negligible contribution from the
galaxy ISRF to the compact source dust heating.

7.3.3 Dust mass–dust temperature anticorrelation
An anticorrelation between dust mass and dust temperature has been
observed by FN13 for the sample of FIR compact sources in M83.
FN13 suggested that the lack of points in the lower-left part of the
dust mass–dust temperature plot was due to the lower limit for the
dust luminosity of the sources detectable on the FIR maps of M83.
For M33, we find a similar effect. Plotting the dust mass versus
dust temperature for the entire source sample (see Fig. 8), we find
that there is an anticorrelation between the two parameters which
is also present for the single sub-samples separately. This result
is reminiscent of the dust temperature–dust spectral index (T–β)
anticorrelation found when fitting modified blackbody curves to
FIR data of nearby galaxies (e.g. Galametz et al. 2012). While
the T–β anticorrelation may be due to an intrinsic variation of
dust properties in the ISM of galaxies, it is also possible that this
anticorrelation is due to the effect of data noise combined with the
intrinsic degeneracy of the T and β parameters in determining the
spectral shape of emission within limited wavelength ranges (see
Shetty et al. 2009).
However, at variance with the T and β anticorrelation, there is no
intrinsic degeneracy between TSED and MSED , which would produce
similar spectral shapes for different pairs of these parameters and
thus contribute to the observed anticorrelation between these two.
While a higher value of TSED requires a lower MSED to fit a certain
monochromatic flux, we note that the spectral shape of the templates
used in the source SED fit is affected only by TSED but not by MSED ,
which is only a scaling factor.

Figure 8. Inferred dust mass versus dust temperature from the MIR/FIR
SED fit for the entire sample (grey points). We show median values within
bins of size 2.6 K for each of the sub-samples. The plotted curve pass through
points of same modified blackbody luminosity (see the text for details).

MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)
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where LISRF
TOT is the dust luminosity powered by the galaxy ISRF and
is
the dust luminosity due to the absorption of local young
Lloc
TOT
stellar luminosity. We expect this ratio to decline with radius if
(1) LISRF
TOT is not negligible and declines with radius following the
decline of the galaxy ISRF; (2) the Hα luminosity does not vary
systematically with radius or it varies differently than LISRF
TOT ; (3) the
ratio Lloc
TOT /L(Hα,cor), proportional to the source local opacity, is
on average similar at all radii. As shown in Fig. 7, there is at most
only a modest declining trend for this ratio with radial distance
(the Spearman rank correlation coefficient for the entire sample is
equal to −0.19). This result is consistent with only a small fraction
of the total dust emission heated by the galaxy ISRF. However, as
shown in Section 7.2, the absorbed fraction of Hα luminosity shows
a small decline with radius. One might expect this quantity to be at
least roughly proportional to Lloc
TOT /L(Hα,cor). Therefore, it might
be that the small radial trend observed for LTOT /L(Hα,cor) is due to
the fact that, although the sources are heated predominantly by the
local star formation, at shorter radii they are simply obscuring more
efficiently the radiation from the local young stellar populations. If
this is the case, the term LISRF
TOT (r) would not actually be needed to
justify the observed small radial trend for LTOT /L(Hα,cor). This
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7.4 Gas column densities, GMC dust masses and star
formation
We now examine how the source dust masses compare to the local
gas column densities in that region. We make note here that the
average column density of the gas has been measured using aperture
photometry with fairly large apertures that scale with the size of
the source at 350 µm. In contrast, the source dust mass has been
determined by extracting the bright FIR sources and subtracting the

2 Note that, although our SED templates cannot be approximated by a single
modified blackbody, the latter reproduces the FIR bump typically containing
most of the dust luminosity.

MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)

Figure 9. Molecular, atomic and total gas mass surface density versus
source dust mass. The correlation coefficients are shown at the top of each
panel according to the coding in the legend.

background emission. While dust is generally well mixed with gas,
we would not necessarily anticipate that the mass of the clumpy
source would scale with average column density in a given region.
In Fig. 9, we plot the local average column density of the gas
versus the dust mass of the clumpy sources. In general, we do
not find a strong correlation between the source dust mass and the
average gas column density. In addition to the total gas column
density, we also consider the gas phases and plot the molecular
gas column density (HighCO sources only) and the atomic gas
column density for all sources. The different gas phases also do
not show evident correlations. This suggests that a wide range of
inferred GMC masses can be found in regions of similar gas density
(averaged over 100pc).
We also examine how the total dust-corrected Hα luminosity
scales with source mass (left-hand panel of Fig. 10). If we assume
that the dust traces gas and that the dust-corrected Hα luminosity is
tracing recent star formation, this plot is equivalent to plotting the
total SFR versus the gas mass of the GMCs associated with the FIR
sources.3
On large scales, it is well known that the SFR per unit area is
well correlated to the gas column density (Kennicutt–Schmidt relation; Kennicutt 1989). While Fig. 10 is similar there are important
differences: (1) we are plotting total values instead of surface brightnesses; (2) the source sizes are much smaller than the typical regions
used to recover such a relation. Indeed, we do not recover a strong
correlation between the mass of the GMCs and the dust-corrected
Hα luminosity. This is not surprising particularly given the scales
we are probing (see e.g. Onodera et al. 2010 and Schruba et al.
2010).

3 Note that the Hα luminosity is proportional to the SFR only for a constant
star formation history within about 107 yr.
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Instead, as in the case of M83, there are several indications that
the observed trend is mostly due to the lower limit of the observed
dust luminosity for the well-detected sources. In order to show this,
6
is constant. The points
we plot in Fig. 8 a curve such that Mdust Tdust
belonging to this curve represent the Mdust and Tdust combinations
which give the same total luminosity for a modified blackbody
spectra kλ Bλ (Tdust ) with kλ ∝ λ−2 . Specifically, the corresponding
luminosity for the plotted curve is ≈8 × 1038 erg s−1 and we note
that the curve is roughly consistent with the lower boundary for the
region occupied by the measurements.2 However, this lower limit for
the dust luminosity is determined by how well the fluxes in the single
infrared wavebands are measured. That is, if the lower boundary in
the MSED –TSED plane is due to the flux detection limits, one should
find that, for a given combination of MSED and TSED below the
curve, the predicted monochromatic fluxes are below the detection
thresholds. We checked this by predicting the observed fluxes in the
FIR, using our theoretical diffuse dust emission templates used in
the two-component SED fitting procedure, assuming combinations
of dust mass and temperature in that area. The predicted fluxes are
either well below or, for combinations of dust mass and temperature
close to the solid curve in Fig. 8, just comparable with those of the
faintest sources we detected with GETSOURCES (after the removal of
sources with low detection significance, see Section 6). For example
for TSED = 20 K and MSED = 4 × 102 M (just below the plotted
line), the predicted 100 µm flux is about 0.08 Jy which is at the
lower end of the flux distribution of our source sample.
We also note a rather scarcity of sources in the upper-right part of
the MSED −TSED diagram. The lack of a homogeneously distributed
high mass–high temperature sources could be due to physical effects
at variance with the lack of sources in the lower-left part of the
diagram. Alternatively, more massive clouds might simply appear
fragmented when observed in dust emission, and thus detected as
multiple less massive sources.
When we consider the median trends for the different samples
separately, there are no particular differences except the fact that
the LowCO sources have systematically lower median dust masses
compared to the HighCO ones for a given dust temperature.
We conclude that the observed anticorrelation is mainly due to
the lower limit in source luminosity in our sample, causing the lower
boundary of the region where the sources are confined, and perhaps
a different physical (or observational) effect could be responsible
for determining a lower density of points in the upper-right part
of the diagram. It is important to take into account the existence
of this correlation when quantities depending on dust mass and
temperature are plotted versus each other. Observed correlations
might be misinterpreted if one overlooks the relation between these
two parameters.
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One of the plausible reasons for the breakdown of the correlation
is the spread in ages of the young stellar populations associated
with the different clouds, which causes the intrinsic Hα luminosity
to vary given the same amount of young stellar mass. Therefore,
one might expect that if we can correct the Hα luminosity for the
stellar population age, we could recover the relation or at least
reduce the observed scatter. We attempt to do this in the right-hand
panel of Fig. 10. Here, we plot the dust-corrected Hα luminosity
that has been corrected for the source age, assuming that each
source can be modelled by an instantaneous starburst, as described
in Section 5. We find that the correlation coefficients increase and
that the scatter is reduced. This result suggests that the spread in
ages of the stellar populations in the different sources is indeed one
of the important factors determining the breakdown of observed
star formation relations at the scales of GMCs. These results will
be further discussed in Section 8.2.
8 DISCUSSION
8.1 The origin of the clumpy FIR emission in M33
In this work, we sought to determine the physical origin of a sample
of clumpy FIR sources detected on the Herschel maps of M33. This
requires an understanding of both the kind of ISM clouds where the
emitting dust is located and the radiation sources heating the dust.
About the former, the main indication comes from the measurement of the source dust mass. As shown in Section 7, we found that
the FIR sources we analysed in this paper are associated with dust
masses in the range 102 –104 M . By assuming a typical gas-to-dust
mass ratio equal to 100, this implies gas masses between 104 and
106 M which are in the range of GMC masses. This result suggests that our technique can be considered as an alternative way to
study GMCs in nearby external galaxies, compared to more typical
gas line emission studies (e.g. Wilson & Scoville 1990; Engargiola
et al. 2003; Rosolowsky et al. 2003, 2007; Bigiel et al. 2010; Gratier
et al. 2010). In this work, we found that for sources of similar dust
mass (and, thus, plausibly similar gas mass) it is not obvious that
they will be both detected in CO emission equally well. This finding led us to separate the sources into the HighCO and LowCO

sub-samples and we showed that on average these samples present
some different characteristics but still similar dust masses. The variation in CO brightness for clouds of similar dust mass might be due
to intrinsic differences in both the relative amount of CO gas inside
a cloud and the CO line emissivity due to local gas conditions and
ISRF. If this is the case, using dust emission to detect GMCs and
measure the total amount of gas within them could be considered
as a more robust way than using CO line emission. However, one
should mention that using this approach can also be affected by a
number of caveats (apart from the typical uncertainties on the assumed dust optical properties and gas-to-dust mass ratio). In fact, it
is not obvious that whole GMCs, associated with one or more young
stellar clusters, can be clearly detectable in dust emission. The appearance of a dusty GMC as a compact source on a FIR galaxy map
depends on several factors such as (1) how well the GMC dust is
illuminated by the embedded star formation, the local old stellar
populations and from the diffuse ISRF, (2) how massive the GMC
is (because Ldust ∝ Mdust T6dust , sources with low masses will not be
easily detected), (3) how variable is the background FIR emission
of the galaxy considered. In addition, in the hypothesis that a substantial part of the dust heating is due to embedded star formation,
GMCs might not be entirely detectable on FIR maps for a series of
physical reasons: (1) star formation is in the very early stages and
not enough young stellar emission is produced to make the GMC
distinguishable from the FIR background emission (especially at
shorter FIR bands such as 70–160 µm); (2) the embedded stellar
population is efficiently heating only a fraction of the GMC while
the rest is not distinguishable from the background; (3) the stellar
populations are producing winds and shocks which are separating
the gas and dust from the stars. In this way, the dust–stars geometry
becomes more complex and gradually the GMC dust emission fades
into the background emission.
The FIR emission from the sources seems to be powered mainly
by local star formation. The FIR sources are cospatial with Hα/UV
emission and the extrapolated young stellar population luminosity is enough to power the observed dust emission luminosity (a
conclusion based on reasonable assumptions on the star formation
history, see Section 7.3). A good correlation between the total dust
luminosity LTOT and the dust-corrected Hα luminosity L(Hα,cor)
MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)
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Figure 10. Source dust-corrected Hα luminosity versus dust mass (left) and Hα luminosity corrected for both dust attenuation and age effects versus dust
mass (right). The source measurements are plotted in grey and median values for each sub-sample are plotted according to the legend. The median values
are determined in five equidistant bins of dust mass with at least 10 sources in each bin. The correlation coefficients for the complete set of points in each
sub-sample are noted on the bottom left of each panel.
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Hα flux not corrected for dust attenuation; (2) they used the 60 µm
flux, a tracer of warm dust emission, while we consider the total
wavelength-integrated dust luminosity; (3) they did not perform local background subtraction during the source photometry but they
attempted to isolate the emission from the star-forming regions by
assuming that there are fixed FIR colours for the dust emission
from star formation regions and from the background component.
Nonetheless, as discussed in Section 7.3.2, it is plausible that the
weak radial trend we found for LTOT /L(Hα, cor) is indeed due to decreasing attenuation of the Hα emission with radial distance. This
interpretation is consistent with that provided by Hippelein et al.
(2003) to explain their results.
To summarize, our analysis is consistent with the sources being
GMCs heated by embedded star formation. This is reminiscent of
the results of Verley et al. (2010), who found a correlation between
Hα and 250 µm luminosity for a sample of 250 µm detected sources,
and of Boquien et al. (2011), who found that, at the positions with
the highest values of Hα brightness on the disc of M33, the warm
dust temperature is dictated by the Hα brightness itself.
Even though the FIR sources all seem to be star-forming GMCs,
there are some differences both in the spatial distribution of starforming regions within them (e.g. a single compact star-forming region versus multiple regions) and in their evolutionary stage which
are evidenced by the morphology of Hα emission, the dust-corrected
UV/Hα luminosity ratio as well as the presence or absence of well
detected CO emission. These differences are reflected by the average values of the dust parameters for the sub-samples we created.
In the following sub-section, we discuss the results related to the
Hα morphological classification NOSUB and SUB while those related to the CO detection classification, HighCO and LowCO, will
be discussed in the next section which deals with gas and star
formation.

8.1.1 Insights from the Hα morphology of the FIR sources
Compared to NOSUB sources, SUB sources are in particular characterized by a lower fraction of PDR luminosity contributing to
the total dust emission and by higher values of the dust-corrected
UV/Hα luminosity ratio. Together with their irregular morphology
in Hα, these evidences suggest that SUB sources tend to be either
sources composed by multiple star formation sites detected collectively in the FIR, or, in same cases, by a single star formation
site in an evolved stage. Plausibly, the diffuse dust located between
multiple star formation sites contributes to increase the cold dust
emission compared to the PDR contribution, thus the lower fraction of PDR luminosity observed for these sources. This is also
expected for the sources in a more evolved stage, where the dust
emission gradually becomes colder because dust is farer away from
the central source (R13 found a similar effect). Also, the fact that the
UV/Hα luminosity ratio is typically larger for SUB sources compared to NOSUB sources indicates that there is a higher fraction of
older stellar populations in the SUB sample. We note that there are
no apparent differences in the spatial location on the disc between
SUB and NOSUB sources.
From the point of view of the Hα-based morphological classification of the sources, the most similar analysis to the one we
performed is the work by R13, who however selected their source
sample based on the detection in Hα not in the FIR. They selected
a sample of H II regions in M33 and classified them depending
on the morphology in four types: filled regions (compact knot of
emission), mixed regions (presenting several knots of emission and
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is observed, which would be expected if (1) the dust heating is due
to recent embedded star formation and (2) the relative fraction of
radiation from young stellar populations escaping unabsorbed from
the clouds is similar for all the sources (see also section 2.2 of
KN13). Internal heating due to star formation is also consistent
with the lack of a strong radial decline of LTOT /L(Hα, cor), which
might be expected when the diffuse ISRF provides a significant
contribution to the dust heating (see Section 7.3.2).
These results can be compared with the findings of two previous
works containing an analysis of the dust emission from bright H II
regions in M33, namely Komugi et al. (2011, see their section 5) and
Hippelein et al. (2003, section 4). Komugi et al. (2011) showed that
the cold dust temperature (estimated from the 160 µm/1100 µm flux
ratio) is better correlated with the KS band (2.1 µm) luminosity than
with the dust-corrected Hα luminosity for a sample of H II regions in
M33. This result is used to claim that the cold dust is heated by local
stellar populations that are older than those responsible for the Hα
emission. However, we note that those authors do not subtract a local
background when performing the source photometry. Especially
in the FIR, the background emission can be a large fraction of
the total emission and physically is plausibly associated with a
more diffuse dust component compared to that associated with starforming GMCs.
At variance with Komugi et al. (2011), while performing the
source photometry, we subtract a local background at all wavelengths as described in Section 3. Thus, we emphasize that in this
work we claim that the background-subtracted dust emission, observed at the positions of the FIR sources, is powered by the local
young stellar populations. The inclusion of the background emission
might well contribute to the correlation between KS band luminosity
and cold dust temperature, found by Komugi et al. (2011), because
of their mutual dependence on radius. Furthermore, we point out that
one should be careful when interpreting correlations between stellar population luminosity and dust temperature (see also section 2.2
of FN13). Given a certain amount of stellar luminosity injected
locally in the ISM, the average dust temperature depends both on
the dust mass being illuminated and the relative distribution of dust
and stars (apart from the dust optical properties). Also, especially
when modelling the dust emission associated with diffuse galaxy
ISM, radiative transfer effects should be taken into account to model
properly the radiation field produced by non local stellar populations
(see e.g. Baes et al. 2011; Popescu et al. 2011).
For these reasons, in order to investigate dust heating in the FIR
sources, we preferred to show a comparison between the luminosity of a local stellar population (namely, the young stars traced
by the Hα luminosity) and the dust luminosity. In case the local
stellar population considered is responsible for heating the dust,
these two quantities are expected to correlate provided that the relative fraction of locally absorbed stellar luminosity is similar for all
the sources. In addition, as we discussed in Section 7.3, in this way
one is able to prove that the local stellar luminosity is high enough to
power the dust emission. This cannot be done by comparing stellar
luminosities with dust temperatures.
The weak decreasing radial trend we found for LTOT /L(Hα,
cor) in Section 7.3.2 can be qualitatively compared with fig. 7 of
Hippelein et al. (2003), where they plotted the Hα to 60 µm flux
ratio versus radius for about 60 star-forming regions in M33 and
found that this ratio increases significantly with the distance from
the galaxy centre. They attributed this effect to decreasing Hα attenuation towards large radii. Apart from the data and specific method
used for the photometry, there are several major differences in comparison to our work: (1) Hippelein et al. (2003) plotted the source

Clumpy FIR-bright sources in M33
filamentary structures), shells (showing arcs in the form of a shell),
clear shells (complete and close shells). In our classification, NOSUB sources resemble the filled regions and SUB sources ‘the
mixed regions’. However, we did not find clear evidence of ‘shells’
in our sample. ‘Shell’ sources in the R13 sample reside predominantly at large radii, since it is easier to identify this kind of sources
in less crowded regions. The location of these sources is often outside the common field of view of our data set, within which we
limited our analysis. In addition, R13 found that the mixed regions
and filled regions are the brightest in the FIR, while the surface
brightness of ‘shell’ sources is on average a factor ≈0.5–0.8 dex
lower (see the right-hand panel of their fig. 5). Since we considered
only sources with good detections in the FIR, this is consistent with
‘shell’ objects not being well represented in our source sample.
8.2 Gas and star formation properties of FIR sources

LowCO sources). If we assume that the FIR emission is powered by
embedded SF regions, we ask why there are some sources without
a CO detection. The most likely reason for this is that LowCO
sources are more evolved and there has been gas dissipation. In
support of this, we have seen that LowCO sources have higher
UV-to-Hα ratios, which suggests more evolved clouds. We also
find that HighCO sources have a higher fraction of obscured Hα
luminosity, which suggests that HighCO sources may be in an earlier
evolutionary phase. However, the possibility also exists that in the
LowCO regions we are not detecting molecular gas that may be
present. This may be H2 that is not traced by CO or there is CO
that we do not detect due to sensitivity issues. In the GMC study
of Engargiola et al. (2003), they find similar results. As they note,
there are many more H II regions than are GMCs. They conclude
that winds and ionizing radiation in more evolved star-forming
regions may have dissociated the molecular clouds. This conclusion
is consistent with what we find.
In general, we find that the average gas column density is not
well correlated with the total dust mass of the FIR sources. We note
that the average gas column density in the region of each source
was measured for both atomic and molecular gas using aperture
photometry and provides a measure of the local average conditions
and does not probe the GMC mass. Meanwhile, the dust mass of
the sources is determined by an extraction process that considers
the shape and size of the source and includes a local background
subtraction. In this way, provided that the dust mass can be translated
into a gas mass by a multiplicative constant, we can trace the GMC
mass using the dust mass of the sources. Thus, we can examine
whether the local environment plays a role in determining the mass
of the sources detected. The lack of a correlation between the local
gas column density and the dust mass of sources suggests that a
wide range of GMC masses can be found in regions with the same
gas column density. This is supported by the fact that the source
dust masses do not vary with radius, yet azimuthal averages of the
total gas density have shown that it decreases with radius (Tosaki
et al. 2011). In a study of GMC properties in M33, Engargiola et al.
2003 also found that the cloud mass was independent of the local
ambient H I mass.
However, we note that it is possible that higher gas column densities could lead to an increased number of clouds. Unfortunately, we
cannot address this question because our sample is not complete.
As explained in Section 6, we have cut a number of sources due to
low signal-to-noise and the χ 2 criteria of our SED fit. Thus, it is not
possible to do proper statistics on the number of sources in certain
locations.
We find only a weak correlation between dust-corrected Hα luminosity and the dust mass of the sources. If we can translate the
dust mass directly into a gas mass and use the Hα luminosity as a
tracer of the SFR of the sources, we can explore the relation between
SFR and the GMC masses. We note that most studies use surface
densities for these quantities (typically called a Kennicutt–Schmidt
plot), and we use total values here. As has been shown in many
previous studies (e.g. Schruba et al. 2010 and Onodera et al. 2010),
which have measured GMC masses directly, we do not find a strong
correlation between the inferred GMC masses and our Hα tracer
of star formation. The so-called breakdown of the KS relation at
sub-kiloparsec scales in M33 has been attributed to the stochasticity
of the star-forming regions and the fact that the small regions do not
provide a great enough stellar population to average over evolutionary states (e.g. Schruba et al. 2010 and Onodera et al. 2010). Given
this, a possible way forward would be to correct the Hα luminosity
for age effects using stellar population models, assuming that the
MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)
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In general, we find that presence of molecular gas is central to defining the properties of the FIR sources. In particular, we find that the
samples of HighCO and LowCO show differing dust luminosities,
with the HighCO sources having higher dust luminosities. We have
also found that, on average, sources associated with molecular gas
have higher Hα luminosities and higher dust temperatures.
Given that molecular gas is coupled with star formation (e.g.
Bigiel et al. 2008), these changes in the dust properties are likely
associated with the presence of increased star formation. Higher
dust temperatures of clouds in the molecular phase have also been
found by Paradis et al. (2011) in the case of the LMC using modified
blackbody fits. These increased temperatures have been attributed
to local heating.
The presence of molecular gas also appears to be responsible for
the trends seen with radius. The molecular gas fraction of the sources
are highest in the inner regions. Studies of GMCs in M33 have also
shown that there is a decrease in CO luminosity with radius (Gratier
et al. 2010). In general, we find that HighCO sources are clustered
more towards the centre and LowCO sources towards the outer parts
(see Fig. 5). We find that sources show a mild radial decline in dust
luminosity, opacity, and temperature despite comparable masses.
While the radial decline in the molecular gas fraction is the most
likely reason for these changes, we note that there are several other
possibilities for these trends. If the dust is heated also by a nonlocal population, the lower intensities of the ISRF in the outer
regions could drive a decline in dust luminosity and temperature.
However, as noted in the previous section and in Section 7.3, it
appears that sources are mostly locally heated. Secondly, the dust
optical properties might change with radius. As found by Tabatabaei
et al. (2014), there is some evidence that the dust emissivity changes
with radius in M33. In our SED fitting, we have assumed that the dust
size and chemical composition do not change much throughout the
galaxy. However, if these properties were to change, this could affect
the inferred dust temperature. However, Tabatabaei et al. (2014) also
found that the differences could be attributed to whether a region
was star forming or not. That is, the emissivity was dependent
on whether the region showed active star formation or was more
diffuse. Given that we have isolated only clumpy structures in the
disc which are associated with star-forming regions and we are not
considering diffuse regions, we do not expect the emissivity to vary.
In contrast, in Tabatabaei et al. (2014) azimuthal averages were
employed to examine the radial decline of the dust emissivity.
While many FIR sources are classified as HighCO sources, over
half of them do not have an associated molecular gas component
above three times the noise rms on the CO map (i.e. classified as
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9 S U M M A RY A N D C O N C L U S I O N S
In this work, we have presented a study of the dust, star formation
and gas properties of a sample of FIR compact sources in M33. We
performed the photometry of the sources both on the FIR maps from
Herschel and on a set of multiwavelength data, including MIR, Hα,
FUV, as well as integrated H I and CO gas line maps. We fit the
dust emission SED in order to measure the dust mass, temperature
and luminosity parameters and we estimated the dust-corrected Hα
and FUV fluxes, by using the 24 µm emission as a proxy for dust
attenuation. We also used the dust-corrected FUV/Hα ratio in order
to estimate the age of the stellar populations associated with the FIR
sources and we corrected the Hα luminosity for age effects (assuming an instantaneous starburst). In order to differentiate between
sources of intrinsically different types, we categorized the sources
based on whether or not they demonstrated sub-structured in Hα
(SUB and NOSUB) and whether or not they demonstrated a significant (>3σ ) CO detection within the source footprint (HighCO and
LowCO).
The main results of this work are the following.
(i) The sources have dust masses in the range 102 −104 M , dust
temperatures between 15–35 K and dust luminosities of 1039 −1040
erg s−1 .
(ii) Compared to NOSUB sources, SUB sources are characterized by a lower PDR-to-total dust luminosity ratio and higher UVto-Hα luminosity ratio.
(iii) Compared with LowCO sources, HighCO sources are characterized by higher dust luminosities, higher dust-corrected Hα luminosities, lower UV-to-Hα luminosity ratios and higher fractions
of obscured Hα luminosity.
(iv) We find that the source properties do not show strong trends
with radial distance. However, the total dust luminosity and the
cold dust temperature tend to decrease mildly with radius. Weaker
MNRAS 441, 224–242 (2014)

trends are also shown by the dust-corrected Hα luminosity and by
the fraction of absorbed Hα luminosity. The HighCO sources in the
inner regions are also embedded in an environment with a higher
molecular gas fraction.
(v) The source dust luminosities and dust-corrected Hα luminosities are well correlated. The bolometric young stellar population luminosity, extrapolated from the Hα luminosity, assuming
both a constant SFR or a single-age stellar population with ages of
few times 106 yr, is well above the observed dust luminosity. Furthermore, the dust-to-Hα luminosity present only a weak trend with
radial distance. All these findings are consistent with dust being
heated predominantly by local star formation.
(vi) We observe a dust mass–dust temperature anticorrelation,
which is at least partially due to the lower limit to the dust luminosity
of the detectable sources.
(vii) We did not find a clear trend between the source dust masses
and the local gas column density.
(viii) We did not find a good correlation between the dustcorrected Hα luminosity and the dust mass of the sources. However,
the scatter is substantially reduced by adopting the age-corrected
Hα luminosity.
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Table A1. Source positions and photometry (full table available online).
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Table B1. Source SED best-fitting parameters and source classification (full table available online).

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

χUV

χcol

2±1
0.5 ± 0.2
1.3 ± 0.8
3±2
9±2
5±2
0.7 ± 0.2
3±2
3. ± 1
1.3 ± 0.8

2±1
4±2
9±2
1.2 ± 0.9
2±1
3±2
3. ± 1
3±2
2±1
0.4 ± 0.3

TSED
(K)
22.1
18.2
22
22
27
25.1
19.5
23
23.5
17.7

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

MSED
(102 M )
0.7
0.3
1
1
1
0.4
0.4
1
0.7
0.9

44.3
80
30
19.6
19.6
13.3
48
13.9
53.2
44

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

8.4
20
11
8.2
4.9
3.3
12
5.1
6.8
16

0.79
0.92
0.93
0.88
0.68
0.87
0.789
0.89
0.685
0.93

±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.10
0.12
0.12
0.17
0.13
0.11
0.10
0.11
0.087
0.12

LTOT
(1038 erg s−1 )

2
χFIT

TYPE

136.0 ± 4.2
103.0 ± 2.2
110.6 ± 2.2
74.2 ± 2.3
193.6 ± 5.4
131.1 ± 1.7
52.92 ± 0.46
75.47 ± 0.85
192.49 ± 2.83
76.9 ± 1.1

4.6
1.3
5.3
1.4
1.4
0.8
1.1
2.6
2.7
1.1

NOSUB–HighCO
NOSUB–HighCO
NOSUB–LowCO
NOSUB–HighCO
NOSUB–HighCO
NOSUB–HighCO
NOSUB–HighCO
NOSUB–HighCO
NOSUB–HighCO
NOSUB–LowCO

Table B1. Source SED best-fitting parameters and source classification (http://mnras.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/
mnras/stu560/-/DC1).
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Table A1. Source positions and photometry.
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APPENDIX B: SOURCE DUST EMISSION SED
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